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+16037492341 - https://www.weathervaneseafoods.com/

A complete menu of Weathervane Seafood Dover from Dover covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Weathervane Seafood Dover:
Always good. We entered this restaurant while we were in Dover and found it excellent. The service was

perfect..not too fast or too slow, very efficient and attentive. The food was even better. I had the fish and chips
and my wife got the grilled maple salmon.... she hasn't talked about it since. Great experience and we wil at the
next visit to the NH sea. read more. When the weather conditions is pleasant you can also be served outside.

What User doesn't like about Weathervane Seafood Dover:
Win 2 stars causing the drink I got was good and waitress was polite. Everything else was bad. It was over an

hour before we got our food. It was a Monday, so they weren't crazy busy. My husband ordered salmon what his
favorite food is. And it was unbearable. I thought he was exaggerated, so I tried, and it was so salty and fishy it
tasted as sitting in the kitchen in a bowl of water from the ocean. I order lobster f... read more. If you're desiring

some spicy South American gastronomy, you're in the right place: delightful meals, prepared with fish, sea
creatures, and meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are in the menu, By availing of the catering service

from Weathervane Seafood Dover in Dover, the meals can be ordered on-site or at the party. Furthermore, they
provide you tasty seafood meals, and you can try fine American meals like Burger or Barbecue.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

Spirit�
MARTINI

Breade� Specia� Roll�
LOBSTER ROLL

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

FRIES

SHRIMP

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SEAFOOD

SHRIMPS

BUFFALO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

LOBSTER

APPETIZER

SALAD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-20:00
Tuesday 11:00-20:00
Wednesday 11:00-20:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-21:00
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